
Levante
Here and now



In the Valley of the Temples, Sicily, 
lies an ancient corner of paradise. 
Magnificent Greek temples, pure 
white cliffs, luxuriant centuries-old 
olive trees and citrus fruits flooding 
the valley with their fragrances. 
All seems peacefully dormant. 
Yet it is eternally changing.

All things are forged by the Levante 
wind, blowing from the East since the 
beginning of time. 
The polished surface of white marl, 
the delicate petals of helichrysum, the 
gentle lapping of the waves. 

Nothing is still.

Fabrics
sofa: Spugna 170-80, Onda 170, Panama 79

curtains: Hortus 80



Fabrics
sofa: Marna 10, Kolymbetra 80, Falesia 20

curtains: Hortus 20



Mariaflora’s new collection Levante is inspired by the ever-changing flow 
of nature. 
Change gifts us with new eyes: it encourages us to draw closer, to cherish 
details and moments hic et nunc - here and now -, for tomorrow they will 
be different. And you will too.

Manufactured in Italy from premium Italian solution-dyed acrylic yarns, 
Levante features a collection of indoor-outdoor fabrics with a natural and 
sophisticated Mediterranean look and the softest of hands. Its palette is 
elegant and versatile, ranging from White to Beige, from Blue to Gray. 

Draw closer and let it change you.

Kolymbetra is the first ever embroidered 
indoor-outdoor chenille.
Inspired by traditional Sicilian 
embroidery.
Easy-care.



Designed to seize the moment 
indoors and out.



Fabrics
armchairs: Kolymbetra 20

on the stairs: Onda 20
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This collection is sustainable!
Learn more at www.mariaflora.com

Mariaflora fabrics are designed to 
seize the moment. 
Whether indoor or out stains, spills, 
weather and fading are never an issue. 
All fabrics are machine-washable and 
bleach-cleanable, and backed by a 
solid warranty on color loss.



Made in Italy


